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September 18, 1990

1CAN099010

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/90-009-00

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), attached is the subject report
concerning inadvertent actuation of the Control Room Emergency
Ventilation System caused by a faulty radiation monitor cable.

Very=truly yours,

j L =~s
James . Fisicaro
Manager, Licensing-

JJF/RHS/sgw
Attachment

cc: Regional Administrator
Region IV-
V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Records Center Suite 1500
,

1100 Circle, 75 Parkway'

Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On August 19, 1990, at approximately 1348, an inadvertent actuation of the Control
Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) occurred when the electrical cable for the
ANO-2 Control Room Ventilation System radiation monitor was inadvertently disturbed.
Disturbing the cable resulted in a full scale deflection of the radiation monitor
which initiated an automatic CREVS actuation. The cause of this event was
determined to be a faulty cable / connector assembly for the radiation monitor which
resulted in grounding of cable conductor (s) to the shield. The faulty
cable / connector assembly resulted from deviation from design documents during
initial syst a installation. Af ter disassembly and reassembly of the cable
connector, the erratic radiation monitor readings could not be reproduced. Interim
correctiva action to provent recurrence was to place a placard in the vicinity of
the radiation monitor requiring the Shift Supervisor to be notified prior to
accessing the aron so that appropriate actions are initiated to prevent an
inadvertent CREVS actuation. An ovaluation was initiated to determine the
appropriato corrective actions for the cable / connector assembly. Additionally, a
review of processes and controls over field instructions is being performed to
ensure that they are adequate to prevent similar occurrences.
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A. Plant Status

At the time of occurrence of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One (ANO-1)
was ol. rating at approximately 80% of rated power. Unit Two (ANO-2) was
operating at approximately 100% of rated power. The ANO-2 Control Room
Ventilation System was secured and the isolation dampers were closed.

B. Event Description

On August 19, 1990, at approximately 1348, an inadvertent actuat.fon of the
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) [IV) N curred while
troubleshooting was in progress to determino the cause of a blown control
circuit fuse for the ANO-2 Cont.rol Room supply isolation damper.

The CREVS for ANO-1 and ANO-2 combined Control Room consists of two redundant
flitor trains, both of which are located outsido the AKO-1 section of the
Control Room. Each filter train includos a centrifugal fan, roughing filter,
absolute filter, and charcoal absorbent. In addition to recirculation and
filtration of Control Room air, filtered outsido makeup air is also provided to
pressurize the Control Room to minimize unfiltered air inleakage into the
Control Rooms under isolated conditions. The CREVS trains are normally isolated
from the Cont.rol Room by isolation dampers. In the event of detection of high
radiation or high chlorino concentration, the normal Control Room air
ventilation systems of both Unit-1 and Unit-2 nro automatically isolated and the
CREVS is automatically started.

Two quick acting chlorine detectors (2CLS-8760-2 and 2CLS-8761-1) are provided
at the normal ventilation system supply duct for ANO-1 and two detectors
(2CLS-8760-2 and 2CLS-8761-1) at the ANO-2 supply air duct. Any one of th ac |
detector signals will initiate operation of the CREVS. Additionally, radiai.fon

monitors RE-8001 (an aren radiation monitor located in the ANO-1 Control Room
-area) and 2RE-8750-1 (a process radiation monitor located in the ANO-2 normal
ventilation system outsido air intake duckwork) are provided to automatically
actuate CREVS upon detection of high radiation. If either one of these
radiation monitors detects radiation levels abovo prodotormined values the CREVS
will be automatically actuated.

While troubleshooting the ANO-2 isolation dampor, access to the solenoid valve
which controls the damper became necessary. While attempt.ing to reach the
solonoid valvo, which is located in the overhead of the floalth Physics offices,
an Instrumentation and Controls Technician inadvertently disturbed the
electrical cable for radiation monitor 1RE-8750-1, which is also located in the
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overhead. This disturbance resulted in the full scalo deflection of the
radiation monitor indication and automatic actuation of the CREVS. The
technician manipulated the cable and the radiation monitor reading returned to
its normal value. At approximately 1516, the CREVS was securri and the
ventilation system was returned to its normal configuration.

C. Koot Cause

Since extended testing of the radie*,2on monitor cable / connector assembly could
not be conducted due to the noce:.sity of returning the ventilation system to its
normal configuration in consi?cration of computer room temperature limitations,
an identieni cable / connector assembly was examined in an attempt to determine
the causu of this event. This examination revealed that the cable exceeded the
maximum dimensions that the connector could accomodato. This condition could
result in exposed conductors insido the connector body which would be in close
proximity to the conductor shield. Thereforo, a disturtance of the cable coult'
result in grounding of one or more of the conductors to the cable shield.

Further investigation revealed that this cable / connector combination had been
utilir.ed during initial system installation and subsequent repairs. Therefore,

the root cause of this event was determined to bo deviation from the vendor
design drawing at the time the system was installed.

This cable / connector combination condition was dotormined to be generic to ~. r
instruments in the ANO-2 radiation monitor panol.

D. Corrective Actions

A job order was initiated to troubleshoot the defectivo radiation monitor cable.
Prior to commencement of the troubleshooting, the radiation monitor indication
failed low. The radiation monitor connector was disassembled in an attempt to

determino the cause of the failuro. However, no unquestionable cause of the
erratic radiation monitor readings could be determined. The connector was
reassembled and reconnected, and the radiation monitor reading returned to
normal. The erratic readings could not be reproduced by disturting the cable
after reassembly of the connector.

As an interim action to provent recurrence of similar events, a placard was
placed in the vicinity of the radiation monitor requiring that the Shift
Supervisor be notified ptior to accessing the crea so that appropriato measures
might be taken to provent an inadvertent CREVS actuation.
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An evaluation of the cabin / connector design has boon initiated to determine if
the connectors presently being used are adequate for_the radiation-monitor'

application. . A plant chango will be developed, as necessary, to replace the' c
connectors or to upgrado the installation details for the present connectors.
The evaluation and development of_any nee.essary plant change is scheduled.to be
completed by October 31, 1990.

Additionally, a review of_ processes and controls over field instructions is

{" being conducted to ensure that. adequate controls exist to provent the occurrence
of similar ever.*s This review is scheduled to be completed by October 4,=1990.

E. Safety Significance

.

During this event, the CEVS actuated as designed even though no actual high
.

f- rndiation condition existed. Therefore, there was no-actual safety significance
1 related to this event.

The current configuration / design of the connector aasembly should not provent
j the radiation monitor from performing its function. Any failure of the monitor

caused by the connector would most likely be either upscale or downscale and
would be readily detectable.

- F. Basis For Reportability

This event is belug reported pursuant to 50.73(a)(2)(IV) as an automatic
actuM.lon of an Engineered Safety Teatures system.

G. Additionni Information

As a result of numerous previnus inadvertent CREVS actuations, several system
enhancements have been completed which have significantly reduced the frequency
of inadvertent actuations (s u LER 50-313/89-009-01),

previous inadvertent CREVS act, ms were reported in LERs 50-313/89-009-01,
| 50-313/89-011-00, 50-313/89-014-u; ~1-313/89-025-00, 50-313/89-035-00,

-50-313/89-036-00 and 50-313/89-042 vo.
,4

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codos aro identified the text as
iXX)., ,
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